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Abstract
Masonry infill walls are among the most vulnerable components of reinforced
concrete (RC) frame structures. Recently, some techniques for enhancing the
performance of the infills have been proposed, aiming at improving both the
global and the local behaviour of the infilled frame structure. Among the most
promising ones, there are those that aim to decouple or reduce the infill-frame
interaction bymeans of flexible or sliding joints, relying respectively on rubber or
low-friction materials at the interface between horizontal subpanels or between
the panels and the frame. Numerous models have been developed in the last
decades for describing the seismic response of masonry-infilled RC frames, but
these have focused mainly on the case of traditional infills. This study aims to
fill this gap by proposing a two-dimensional macro-element model for describ-
ing the in-plane behaviour of RC infilled frames with flexible or sliding joints.
The proposedmodelling approach, implemented in OpenSees, is an extension of
a discrete macro-element previously developed for the case of traditional infill
panels. It is calibrated and validated in this study against quasi-static tests from
the literature, carried out on masonry-infilled RC frames with sliding and rub-
ber joints. The study results show the capabilities of the proposed modelling
approach to evaluate the benefits of using flexible joints in terms of minimising
the negative effects of the interaction between infill and RC frame and limit-
ing the increase of global stiffness of the system with respect to the bare frame
condition.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Masonry infills are among the most vulnerable components of reinforced concrete (RC) building frames. They are often
disregarded in the design stage, and because of this, they often undergo severe cracking and damage even under moderate
earthquakes. Their collapse can cause injuries, life losses, and delays in rescue operations and post-earthquake recovery.
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Many studies (e.g.,1,2) have highlighted the considerable economic losses associated with infill walls’ damage, and have
shown that the repair cost of these can be significantly higher than that of structural components.
The improvement of the seismic performance of infill walls and RC infilled frames has been a subject of consider-

able research in the last decades, with many technical solutions proposed and experimentally tested. Some solutions
aim at increasing the resistance of the infill.3,4 However, these techniques are often not cost effective and require the
strengthening of the frame members, due to the transmission of increased forces to them from the infills. Alternative
solutions have been proposed that aim to increase the flexibility of the infill panel and/or to reduce its interaction with the
surrounding frame, through the introduction of sliding joints5–11 or flexible/soft layers12–18 within the panel or between
the panel and the surrounding frame. The use of joints, where most of the deformations are localised, allows reducing
the stresses, and thus the damage, in the infill panel as well as minimising the interaction between the panel and the
surrounding frame. Another benefit brought by the joints is that they permit to control the increase of global stiffness of
the infilled frame, which can significantly alter the seismic demand with respect to the bare frame condition. The joints
can also contribute to the energy dissipation, reducing the seismic demand on structural and non-structural components.
The numerical simulation of the seismic performance of infilled frames is a computationally challenging task due to

the nonlinearity of the materials involved, the complex interaction between the infills and the main frame structure, and
the various possible failure modes that could occur. Different modelling approaches have been proposed, includingmacro
modelling and micro/meso-scale modelling19–21 (see e.g.,22 for a review of the state of the art). Some of these approaches
have also been applied to model infilled frames with flexible/sliding joints.7–9,12–15,17,18
Detailed numerical analyses involvingmicro andmeso-scale descriptions ofmasonry can be computationally costly and

unsuitable for large scale structures. In this case, macro-models are found to be very appealing due to the reduced number
of degrees of freedom and parameters that are required to define them.Many of the simplifiedmodels for masonry infilled
frames rely on the concept of equivalent strut.23–25 A two-dimensional (2D) discrete macro-element (DMEM) model for
infill frameswas proposed by Caliò and Pantò19 to avoid themain limitations of the equivalent strut approach. Thismacro-
model, originally proposed for unreinforced masonry buildings26 has been implemented in the software 3DMacro27 and
validated against experimental tests by Marques and Lourenço.28 More recently, Pantò and Rossi29 implemented a simpli-
fied version of the DMEM model, already proposed in,19 but characterised by a limited number of nonlinear links along
the interfaces between elements in order to allow its implementation in the FE program OpenSees.30
In the context of simplified modelling of RC infill frames with sliding joints, Preti et al.7 developed an analytical for-

mulation for calibrating the properties of an equivalent strut based on the geometrical and mechanical properties of the
infill panel and of the sliding joints. This model was used by Di Trapani et al.9 to assess the benefits of using sliding joints
in improving the seismic performance of masonry-infilled RC frames. To date, no study has investigated the use of 2D
macro-models for investigating the behaviour of RC frames with sliding/flexible joints under in-plane loading.
The present study aims to fill this gap by extending the 2D macro modelling strategy, originally developed by Caliò and

Pantò,19 for RC frames with traditional infills to the case of infills with flexible/sliding joints. Section 2 of the manuscript
illustrates the proposed modelling strategy, involving the 2D macro-element implemented in Opensees,29 and Section 3
describes the outcomes of the numerical calibration study carried out by considering numerous experimental tests10,31,32
and advanced numerical analyses8,33 performed on RC frames infilled with sliding/flexible joints. The results of the
proposed model are validated against experimental tests and other numerical approaches present in the literature.

2 THE PROPOSEDMODELLING STRATEGY

This section illustrates the modelling strategy developed for describing the hysteretic behaviour of a masonry-infilled
frame with flexible/sliding joints that are horizontally placed between the infill sub-panels and vertically at the column-
infill interfaces (see Figure 1). The same modelling strategy can also be used to describe alternative configurations11 not
explicitly addressed in this paper.
The proposed modelling approach is based on the discrete macro-element method (DMEM) originally developed by

Caliò and Pantò,19 subsequently implemented in a simplified version in OpenSees by Pantò and Rossi.29 The proposed
model can be represented by an equivalent mechanical scheme consisting in an articulated quadrilateral (Figure 2A). Two
uni-directional diagonal links and eight bi-directional perimetral contact links describe the shear and flexural behaviour
of the represented masonry portion of masonry, respectively. The latter 2D links, also describe the normal and tangential
behaviour of the infill-frame interfaces. Following the simplified formulation developed in,29 the two 2D links placed on
each rigid edge of the panel allow the macro-element to interact with adjacent macro-elements or to frame beam/column
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F IGURE 1 Reinforced concrete infill frame equipped with horizontal and vertical sliding/flexible joints

F IGURE 2 (A) Degrees of freedom of the macro-element, (B) generalised deformations, (C) discretisation of the infill with joints into
minimum number of subpanels, (D) more refined discretisation

elements. The deformability of the 2D links is concentrated in two zero-length nonlinear coupled springs connected in-
series with rigid offsets (Δi), with i = 1. . . 8, shown in Figure 2A. Each link is located at one-fourth of the panel edge
length (bp or hp) from the vertexes (Vi) (i = 1. . . 4), which allow for a geometrically consistent description of the inter-
action between infills and beam or column elements.29 Each macro-element possesses eight nodes (ni), with i = 1. . . 8,
connecting the macro-element with the adjacent macro-elements and frame elements (Figure 2A). Each macro-element
is kinematically characterised by 28 degrees of freedom (Figure 2A), 24 of which are associated with the translations and
rotations of nodes (ui, vi, ɸi) with i = 1. . . 8, and four (wi . . . w4) describing the rigid motion and shear-deformation of
the panel. These dofs can be kinematically related to 17 generalised deformations: 16 deformations related to the normal
(dn1. . . dn8) and tangential (ds1. . . ds8) deformations of the 2D links and the deformation of the internal diagonal link (dd),
shown in Figure 2B.
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In the case of traditional infills, the response of the contact links along the normal direction describes the flexural
response of the represented portion of the infill. The link shear response describes the sliding between the infill or between
the infills and the surrounding frame members. The diagonal link describes the diagonal shear failure of the infill. It is
assumed that the uniaxial response of the diagonal link depends only on the shear deformation of the articulated quadri-
lateral and does not vary with the change in axial forces along the horizontal and vertical direction. It is noteworthy that
in reality the infill is usually built after the surrounding frame, and thus it contributes to withstanding the permanent
loads other than dead-weight, and the variable loads acting in the frame. Moreover, the compressive forces in the infills
are also expected to change during the earthquake motion.20 However, the simplified hypothesis of considering the infill
shear response independent to the confinement has been accepted in the literature and validated against experimental
tests.29,34
In the case of infills with sliding/flexible joints, the macro-element link properties depend on the type of discretisation

adopted. For example, in Figure 2C the number of macro-elements is equal to the number of subpanels identified by the
horizontal joints (Figure 1). Thus, eachmacro-element describes amasonry subpanel surrounded by flexible/sliding joints.
The normal component of the 2D contact links describes the tensile/compressive behaviour of the masonry subpanels
and of the sliding/flexible joints, working as a series mechanical system, whereas the tangential component of the 2D
contact links describes the sliding of the low-friction joints or the shear displacement of the sliding/flexible joints. The
diagonal link simulates the diagonal shear behaviour of the masonry subpanels and its properties are not affected by
the sliding/flexible joints. The next subsections describe the calibration of the macro-element properties for this type of
discretisation. It is noteworthy that each subpanel could be discretised into more than one macro-element (Figure 2D).
The properties of the links for the macro-elements used in Figure 2D can be found by combining the modelling strategy
described in the following subsections with the ones already developed in29 for the case of traditional masonry infills.
According to the original formulation proposed by Caliò and Pantò,19 a single macro-element could be employed for
describing the entire infill-joint system. However, in presence of sliding/flexible joints, it is necessary to consider a mesh
of macro-elements, consistent with the distribution of the joints, in order to describe the interaction between adjacent
horizontal subpanels and between the subpanels and the surrounding frame.
The simplified hypothesis of connecting each panel edge by two linksmay introduce an approximation in describing the

local behaviour of the infill and its interaction with the frame members. However, as evidenced in Pantò and Rossi29 and
confirmed by the results presented in this study, the proposed model can describe the global response of infilled frames
with a reasonable level of accuracy, even employing a coarse mesh of macro-elements.

2.1 The 2D contact link

Figure 3A shows the equivalent mechanical scheme of the 2D nonlinear link. The relative displacements of the link along
the normal and tangential direction, collected in the vector q = [dn ds], and the dual internal forces, collected in vector
Q = [Fn Fs], are related through the expression δQ = Kδq where δ denotes the variation operator, and K denotes the
tangent stiffness matrix of the link, expressed as follows:

𝐊 =

(
𝐾𝑛 0

0 𝐾𝑠

)
(1)

where Kn and Ks are the tangent stiffnesses of the link in the normal and tangential directions, respectively.
TheConcrete02materialmodel, implemented inOpenSees,30 is used to describe the normal response of the contact link.

The nonlinear elastoplastic model employed in35 is employed to simulate the masonry response in compression, whereas
a bi-linear constitutive law with linear strength degradation simulates the response in tension. These constitutive models
efficacy allow for cyclic stiffness degradation with the increase of the normal strain. The essential parameters to describe
the normal response envelope of the 2D link Figure 3B, are: the initial elastic stiffness (Knm), the maximum compressive
force (Fcm), the maximum tensile force (Ftm), the ultimate displacement in compression (dcm), the ultimate displacement
in tension (dtm) and the residual compressive strength (Frm). The parameter λ represents the ratio between the unloading
stiffness and the initial stiffness and controls the cyclic material behaviour.
In general, the values of the parameters of Figure 3B depend on the geometry of themacro-element and on themechani-

cal properties of themasonry infill and of the flexible/sliding joints, which form a seriesmechanical system. The properties
defining the normal behaviour of the sliding/flexible joints, assuming an elastic-perfectly plastic constitutive law, are the
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F IGURE 3 (A) Equivalent mechanical scheme of 2D contact link, (B) cyclic response in normal direction, (C) tributary masonry area

TABLE 1 Mechanical parameters of the normal response of the equivalent normal spring representing the masonry panel (after29)

Initial
stiffness

Maximum
compressive
force

Maximum
tensile force

Residual
compressive
force

Ultimate
compression.
displacement

Ultimate
tensile
displacement

𝐾𝑛𝑚 =
𝐸𝑚𝐴𝑝

𝑙𝑝
𝐹𝑐𝑚 = 𝑓𝑐𝑚𝐴𝑝 𝐹𝑡𝑚 = 𝑓𝑡𝑚𝐴𝑝 𝐹𝑟𝑚 = 𝑓𝑟𝑚𝐴𝑝 𝑑𝑐𝑚 = 𝜀𝑐𝑢𝑙𝑝 𝑑𝑡𝑚 = 𝜀𝑡𝑢𝑙𝑝

initial normal stiffness per unit area knj, the tensile strength ftj, and the compressive strength fcj. The followingmechanical
parameters are used to characterise the constitutive behaviour of the masonry, considered as a homogenised continuous
orthotropic material characterised along each direction of orthotropy by: initial Young’s modulus (Em), compression and
tensile strengths (fcm, ftm) and the corresponding ultimate strains in tension and compression (εcu, εtu) and a residual com-
pressive strength frm. A tributary panel area (see Figure 3C) is considered for defining the contribution of the masonry
subpanel. Let wp, bp and hp denote, respectively, the thickness, width and height of the subpanel contributing to the nor-
mal link. In order to define the normal link properties (Figure 2B), the continuous masonry portion of the subpanel is
replaced by an equivalent discrete one, whose properties are described in Table 1, where Ap and lp represent, respectively,
the cross-section area and the length of the tributary volume of the subpanel associated with the link. These are equal
to respectively 𝑤𝑝𝑏𝑝∕2 and ℎ𝑝∕2 in the case of the vertical contact link Figure 3B. If flexible/sliding joints are present
at the edge of the panel, then their properties must be combined with those of Table 1, using a series mechanical model
representation.
In the case of a macro-element representing a subpanel interacting with the frame through a horizontal or vertical

sliding/flexible joint, the normal stiffness of the contact link, evaluated combining in series the stiffness representing the
masonry panel (Knm), and the normal stiffness of the joint (Knj), is obtained as follows:

𝐾𝑛 =
𝐾𝑛𝑚𝐾𝑛𝑗

𝐾𝑛𝑚 + 𝐾𝑛𝑗
(2)
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The stiffness of the joint Knj can be evaluated by multiplying the stiffness per unit area knj by the tributary area of the
joint Ap.
In the case of two macro-elements representing two subpanels separated by a sliding/flexible joint, each panel link is

associated to the deformability of masonry and of half joint. Equation (2) becomes:

𝐾𝑛 =
2𝐾𝑛𝑚𝐾𝑛𝑗

𝐾𝑛𝑚 + 2𝐾𝑛𝑗
(3)

The tensile (compressive) resistance of the series system is equal to the lowest value among the tensile (compressive)
resistance of the two components.
The shear response of the contact links of the macro-element is assumed to be controlled by the mechanical behaviour

of the joints at the edges of the macro-element. In the case of rubber joints, the shear stiffness of the 2D link Ks coincides
with that of the joint Ksj, which can be taken equal to the rubber stiffness assuming that the rubber compliance is much
higher than that of the mortar joints (see Dhir et al.36). The behaviour of rubber in simple shear is very complicated, since
it is rate-dependent, amplitude-dependent, and characterised by the Mullins effect.37 In this study, a linearised behaviour
(constant stiffness) is considered for simplicity. In the case of sliding joints, a very high value of Ksj can be assumed until
sliding takes place. The tangent shear stiffness can be assumed to be zero during sliding.
The shear capacity of the contact links is described by an elasto-plastic model with an associated Mohr-Coulomb yield

surface characterised by the following parameters: the cohesion cj, the friction coefficient μj, the tributary contact area
of the link Ap. For simplicity, the values of c and μ are assumed to be constant and the unloading/reloading tangential
stiffness is assumed equal to the initial elastic one. It is noteworthy that also in the case of rubber joints sliding may occur
following bond failure (usually at the rubber joint-mortar interface).

2.2 The diagonal link

As already discussed above, it is assumed that the minimum number of macro-elements is equal to the number of sub-
panels identified by the horizontal joints. According to this strategy, the diagonal link represents the shear behaviour of
the masonry subpanel, since the deformability of the flexible/sliding joints is described entirely by the 2D contact links
along the panel perimeter (Figure 4A). The uniaxial material Pinching4, which is already available in OpenSees,30 is used
to simulate the axial force-displacement (Fd, dd) response of the diagonal link (Figure 4B).38,39
The constitutive law of the diagonal link is assumed not to depend on the compression forces acting on the vertical

and horizontal edges of the panel. It only depends on the shear deformation of the articulated quadrilateral. This is a
simplification that is not expected to lead to significant errors in the response assessment. The envelope curve describing
this response is defined by eight parameters, i.e. F1d, d1d; F2d, d2d; F3d, d3d; F4d, d4d, which are indicated in Figure 4B.
These parameters are calibrated according to the macroscopic shear parameters of masonry, which can be identified by
performing laboratory tests on masonry panels, and the panel geometry. The calibration procedure consists in imposing
an equivalence between the discretemodel and an equivalent continuous subpanel subjected to a pure shear stress state.29
The results are summarised in Table 2. More specifically, the mechanical behaviour of masonry is characterised by the

F IGURE 4 (A) Mechanical scheme and (B) cyclic response of the diagonal link
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TABLE 2 Mechanical parameters of the response envelope of the diagonal link29 (α = arctan (hp/bp) is the angle between the diagonal
and the first edge of the panel)

Cracking
force

Yielding
force Peak force

Residual
force

Initial
stiffness

Yielding
displacement

Peak-force
displacement

Residual-force
displacement

𝐹1𝑑 =
𝜏𝑐𝑟𝑤𝑝𝑏𝑝

cos 𝛼
𝐹2𝑑 =

𝜏𝑦𝑤𝑝𝑏𝑝

cos 𝛼
𝐹3𝑑 =

𝜏0𝑤𝑝𝑏𝑝

cos 𝛼
𝐹4𝑑 =

𝜏𝑟𝑤𝑝𝑏𝑝

cos 𝛼
𝐾𝑑0

=
𝐺𝑚𝑤𝑝𝑏𝑝

ℎ𝑝cos
2𝛼

𝑑2𝑑 = ℎ𝑝𝛾𝑦 cos 𝛼 𝑑3𝑑 = ℎ𝑝𝛾0 cos 𝛼 𝑑4𝑑 = ℎ𝑝𝛾𝑟 cos 𝛼

initial shear modulus (Gm) and the shear stress corresponding to cracking (τcr); the stress/drift at the yield (τy, γy), peak
(τ0, γ0) and residual (τR, γR) strengths. Each strength describes a specific macroscopic level of damage. In particular, the
cracking strength describes the end of the elastic response of the infill, corresponding to the activation of microcracks.
In addition, the yield strength allows a better description of the change of infill shear stiffness due to the opening of
macrocracks.
A cyclic constitutive law with a pinching effect, already implemented in OpenSees30 and characterised by a trilinear

unload-reload path,29 is adopted. The model takes into account for the degradation of the reloading stiffness and strength
by means of two damage indexes, Dk and Dr, whose evolution is described by the following equation:

𝐷ℎ = 1 − 𝛼ℎ[𝐸cum∕ (𝜂ℎ𝐸mon)]
𝛽ℎ

≤ 𝐷ℎ,lim ℎ = 𝑘, 𝑟 (4)

where the parametersαh, βh and ηh, are constitutive parameters of the damagemodel,Dk, lim andDr, lim the two limit values
of damage indexes, Ecum the cumulative energy at the current step of the analysis, and Emon is the ultimate cumulative
energy corresponding to a monotonic process. The parameters of the cyclic and damage models can be adjusted to obtain
the best fit to the experimental results.

3 NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS

In this section, a validation study is conducted in view of the experimental tests performed by Calvi and Bolognini31 on a
RC frame infilledwith traditional hollowbricks under in-plane load (case study I). A further comparison is then performed
considering the numerical investigation performed with an advanced 2D finite element (FE) modelling approach by Bolis
et al.8 (case study II) on the same bare frame, with different infill typology and with the addition of sliding joints. Finally,
the experimental tests performed within the INSYSME project32 on an RC frame with traditional masonry infills and
masonry infills with mortar-rubber joints under in-plane loading (case study III) are considered to further demonstrate
the abilities of the proposed modelling approach.

3.1 Case study I: Traditional infill (after Calvi and Bolognini31)

The first case study consists in a masonry-infilled RC frame experimentally tested by Calvi and Bolognini.31 Figure 5
provides some details of the frame and masonry infill, including the concrete member sizes, diameters of the steel rebars

F IGURE 5 Geometric details (dimensions in mm) of (A) the tested infilled frame (B) the perforated clay block units, (C) top beam
(section A-A), (D) column (section B-B), and (E) top beam (section C-C)
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TABLE 3 Mechanical parameters of concrete and steel reinforcement

Mechanical properties Concrete Steel reinforcement Source
Young’s modulus, E (MPa) 22,000 210,000 31

Poisson ratio, v (-) 0.15 0.3 31

Compressive strength, fc (MPa) 29.32 (column),
34.56 (beam)

– 31

Yield strength (MPa) – 557 31

Tensile strength ft (MPa) 3.9 – 31

Post-elastic to elastic stiffness ratio – 0.002 8

TABLE 4 Mechanical parameters of the masonry for defining the contact normal links

Direction
Em
(MPa)

fcm
(MPa)

ftm
(MPa)

frm
(MPa)

εcu
(-)

εtu
(-)

λ
(-) Source

Horizontal 991 1.11 0.10 0.20 0.4 0.002 0.1 8,31

Vertical 1873 1.10 0.52 0.22 0.4 0.006 0.1 8,31

TABLE 5 Mechanical parameters of the contact links in shear describing the frame-infill interaction

Parameter CM BBM TBM Source
kj (N/mm3) 150 200 100 Proposed model
cj (MPa) 0.41 0.41 0.41 8,31

μj (-) 0.80 1.00 0.40 8,31

and masonry block dimensions. Perforated clay blocks were selected (typical of European earthquake-prone countries),
and laid with holes running horizontally. The bed and head joints are 10mm thick. Further details regarding the prototype
are available in literature.31 The experimental tests were conducted on the bare frame (BF) and the frame with traditional
infills (TIF) subjected to in-plane loading. In the tests, vertical loads (400 kN) were initially applied at the top of the two
columns to simulate the effect of permanent loads acting on the frame, followed by an in-plane horizontal load,monotonic
or cyclic, applied at the beam’s left extremity, as shown in Figure 5. Forced-based non-linear beam elements with two
Legendre integration points are used to describe both the beams and columns, with the cross-sections discretised into
fibres. The discretisation of the frame elements depends on that of the infill. In particular, since a single macro-element
is used for the infill, each frame element of the RC frame is subdivided into three elements to allow the connection of the
frame elements to the external nodes of the infill macro-element.
Table 3 reports the main mechanical properties of the concrete and steel reinforcement used for the RC frame mem-

bers. Table 4 reports the parameters characterising the normal behaviour of masonry panel along the horizontal and
vertical direction. Table 5 reports the properties of the frame-infill interfaces, namely column-masonry (CM), bottom
beam-masonry (BBM), top beam-masonry (TBM), panel-panel in horizontal direction (PPH) and panel-panel in vertical
direction (PPV). Table 6 contains the parameters that define the diagonal link envelope curve. The values of the properties
displayed in Table 3-Table 6 are based on the reported material properties of concrete and steel, on the experimental tests
on masonry panels carried out by Calvi and Bolognini,31 and on the parameters adopted by Bolis et al.8 to simulate these
tests. Gm comes from the value of Em assuming a poisson ratio of 0.2.29 The values of some parameters, such as those

TABLE 6 Mechanical parameters of the masonry for defining the response envelope of the diagonal link

Gm,
Shear
modulus
(MPa)

𝝉𝒄𝒓,
Cracking
stress
(MPa)

𝝉𝒚,
Yielding
stress
(MPa)

𝝉𝟎,
Peak
stress
(MPa)

𝝉𝒓,
Residual
stress
(MPa)

𝜸𝒄𝒓,
Diagonal
shear drift
(-)

𝜸𝒚,
Yield
shear drift
(-)

𝜸𝟎,
Peak
shear
drift (-)

𝜸𝒓,
Residual
shear drift
(-) source

418 0.236a 0.329a 0.364 0.109a 0.00057a 0.00392a 0.00784a 0.02510a 8,31

aThis parameter has been evaluated to provide by fitting the experimental results.
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F IGURE 6 Comparison between numerical and experimental load-displacement curves for bare frames against (A) monotonic and (B)
cyclic loading
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F IGURE 7 Load-displacement curves of infilled frames against (A) monotonic and (B) cyclic loading

TABLE 7 Comparison of elastic stiffness and ultimate load according to experimental tests and numerical predictions

Ke (N/mm) Err-Ke (%) Fmax (kN) Err-Fmax (%)
Experimental (envelope)31 14.55 – 251.77 –
FE_Bolis et al.8 17.36 16.21 283.53 11.20
Proposed model (TIF_MO) 18.55 21.55 253.91 0.84

defining the cracking and yield point, have been chosen among a range of possible values to provide the best fit to the
experimental results.
In Figure 6A, the monotonic force-displacement response of the bare frame obtained by the proposed model (BF_MO)

is compared with the experimental curve, which is the envelope of the first cycle responses obtained by Calvi and
Bolognini31 and the numerical response obtained by Bolis et al.8 using the finite-element analysis software FEAP.40 The
load-displacement curves (experimental and numerical) are plotted for a horizontal displacement up to 110 mm, which
corresponds to 4% inter-storey drift. A satisfactory agreement is observed although the initial stiffness of the system is
slightly overestimated by the proposed model. This may be due the assumption of a rigid bond between the steel rein-
forcement and the concrete. Figure 6B shows the cyclic response of the bare frame obtained using the proposedmodelling
approach (BF_CY) compared to the experimental response31 and the monotonic response (BF_MO).
Figure 7A illustrates and compares the experimental and numerical force-displacement curves of the traditional infilled

frame subjected to monotonic loading (TIF_MO). Again, the proposed model describes with accuracy the initial as well
as the post-peak behaviour of the system, up to a displacement of 25 mm. Beyond this value, both the proposed model and
the model developed by Bolis et al.8 exhibit a hardening behaviour. Table 7 compares the initial elastic stiffness Ke (i.e.
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secant stiffness to the point at 40% of the peak load) and the peak load (Fmax) according to the proposed model, the FE
model of Bolis et al.,8 and the experimental tests.31 The proposed model overestimates the experimental elastic stiffness
by 21.55% as compared to 16.21% estimated by Bolis et al.8 Moreover, the proposed model estimates the peak load quite
accurately (< 1% deviation) whereas the FE model of Bolis et al8 overestimates the peak load by 11.20%.
Figure 7B illustrates the hysteretic response of the bare and of the infilled frame (TIF_CY). It can be observed that after

a few cycles of deformation, the response of the infill frame tends to that of the bare frame due to the progressive damage
accumulated in the infill. The response of the TIF_CYmodel is compared with that of the bare frame (BF_MO) and of the
infilled frame (TIF_MO) under monotonic loading. A significant degradation of stiffness and a progressive reduction of
strength is observed due to cyclic loading. This kind of behaviour strongly influences the earthquake response of infilled
frame structures.

3.2 Case study II: Frame with infill and sliding joints (after Bolis et al.8)

The capability of the proposed modelling approach to describe the behaviour of an infill with sliding joints is assessed
here considering the numerical tests carried out by Bolis et al.8 on the RC frame of Calvi and Bolognini31 infilled with two
different types of panels, namely a traditional one and an innovative one with sliding joints (Figure 8A). The infill consists
of a 14-course hollow clay brick (Figure 8A) masonry panel arranged in a running bond pattern laid such a way that the
hole axes are parallel to the vertical direction (Figure 8B). The bed joints and head joints are fully filled with 10 mm thick
mortar. In the case of the innovative infill, the vertical and horizontal sliding joints are made using wooden boards and
polyethylene sheets that reduce the friction between the boards and the masonry. The horizontal joints (Figure 8C) divide
the infill in four subpanels. Figure 8D illustrates the sliding vertical joints, which also present a shear key to transfer to
the columns the out-of-plane forces acting on the infill.
The properties of the macro-elements, describing the infill subpanels and the joints, are calibrated using the results

from the material tests presented in Bolis et al.41 Tables 8-10 show the mechanical parameters characterising the normal
and shear responses of the contact links, the infill-frame interfaces and the diagonal link, for the case of traditional infill.
Figure 9A shows the force-displacement curves for the RC frame with traditional infill under monotonic loading by

Bolis et al.8 and according to the proposed modelling strategy (TIF). Different discretisations of the masonry panel are
considered in addition to the case of a single macro-element. These include the case of a mesh of 4 macro-elements along
the vertical direction (4 × 1 mesh) as in Figure 2C and the case of a 4 × 2 mesh as in Figure 2D.

Vertical
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(C) 

Shear key

(D) (A) 

400 kN 400 kN

Load
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4200
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F IGURE 8 Infilled frame incorporating the proposed construction technique showing the connection details (A) Infill with sliding
mechanism, (B) hollow clay brick, (C) horizontal wooden board, (D) lateral wooden board (measures in mm)

TABLE 8 Mechanical parameters of the masonry for defining the contact normal links

Em (MPa) fcm (MPa) ftm (MPa) frm (MPa) εcu (-) εtu (-) λ (-) Source
Horizontal 4408 2.70 0.52 0.54 0.4 0.0030 0.1 8,41

Vertical 16148 7.28 0.63 1.52 0.4 0.0008 0.1 8,41
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TABLE 9 Mechanical parameters of the contact links in shear describing the frame-infill interaction

Interaction Properties CM BBM TBM PPH PPV Source
kj (N/mm3) 150 200 100 200 150 Proposed model
cj (MPa) 0.20 0.41 0.20 0.41 0.41 8,41

μj (-) 0.75 0.85 0.75 0.85 0.75 8,41

TABLE 10 Mechanical parameters for defining the response envelope of the diagonal link

Gm(MPa) 𝝉𝒄𝒓(MPa) 𝝉𝒚(MPa) 𝝉𝟎(MPa) 𝝉𝒓(MPa) 𝜸𝒄𝒓(-) 𝜸𝒚(-) 𝜸𝟎(-) 𝜸𝒓(-) Source
2998 0.468a 0.654a 0.720 0.072a 0.0002a 0.0022a 0.0043a 0.0216a 8,41

aThis parameter has been evaluated to provide by fitting the experimental results.
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F IGURE 9 Comparison of numerical responses of the RC frame with traditional infill under (A) monotonic loading and (B) cyclic
loading predicted by various modelling approaches

The numerical response of the bare frame obtained by Bolis et al.8 is also shown in the figure for comparison. The
proposedmodels provide results that are in quite good agreementwith the results obtainedwith themore computationally
expensive model of Bolis et al.8 Moreover, the global response of the system is not significantly affected by the infill mesh
discretisation. Increasing the number of elements, the model maintains the same initial stiffness and the same strength,
whereas a slightly different stiffness can be observed in the nonlinear response aswell as in the residual strength. Figure 9B
shows the hysteretic response of the systemwith traditional infills, evaluated by imposing cyclic displacement inputs with
increasing amplitude. The cyclic response of the infilled frame (TIF_CY) is compared with the cyclic response of the bare
frame (BF_CY) and the monotonic capacity curve of the infilled frame (TIF_MO). A slight reduction in terms of lateral
stiffness and peak load is observed due to the degradation under cyclic loading.
The normal behaviour of the sliding joints is defined by the initial normal stiffness per unit area knj = 60.7 N/mm3, the

tensile strength ftj = 0 MPa and the compressive strength fcj = 6.74 MPa. The values of the mechanical parameters of the
masonry subpanel defining the contact normal links properties are presented in Table 11. Table 12 report the properties
of the joints defining the contact normal links and contact interfaces for the case of the modified masonry infill with the
sliding joints (SJ), corresponding to model J3.LB in Bolis et al.8
Figure 10A shows the monotonic response obtained by Bolis et al.8 and the responses obtained with the proposed mod-

elling approach using a 4 × 1, 4 × 2 and a 8 × 2 mesh for the infill (IFSJ_MO). It can be observed that the addition of
the sliding joints enhances the compliance of the system compared to the frame with traditional infills, with a response

TABLE 11 Mechanical parameters of the masonry for defining the contact normal links

Em (MPa) fcm (MPa) ftm (MPa) frm (MPa) εcu (-) εtu (-) λ (-) Source
Horizontal 3275 2.70 0 0.54 0.4 0.010 0.1 8,41

Vertical 2111 7.28 0 1.52 0.4 0.002 0.1 8,41
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TABLE 1 2 Mechanical parameters of contact links in shear describing the frame-infill interaction

CM BBM TBM PPH(SJ) PPV Source
kj (N/mm3) 85 100 100 36 100 8,41

cj (MPa) 0.020 0.4 0.2 0.020 0.4 8,41

μj (-) 0.42 0.85 0.75 0.42 0.42 8,41
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F IGURE 10 Numerical response of the RC frame with masonry infill and sliding joint under (A) monotonic loading and (B) cyclic
loading

that is closer to the one of the bare frame than to the infilled one. The load-displacement curves obtained by the 4 × 2
and 8 × 2 meshes are very close and result in a good agreement with the numerical results reported in Bolis et al.8 Some
differences are observed in the non-linear response of the 4 × 1 model. However, the deviation in terms of the ultimate
load is less than 10%. These results confirm the capability of the proposed approach of describing the global response of
infilled frames equipped with sliding joints, even employing a limited number of contact links along the column or beam
lengths.
Figure 10B shows the cyclic response of the frame with infill and sliding joints (IFSJ_CY), compared to the monotonic

capacity curve obtained with the 4 × 2 mesh (IFSJ_MO) and the cyclic response of the bare frame (BF_CY). The presence
of the sliding joints strongly reduces the initial stiffness and the strength of the infilled frame. Furthermore, the system
IFSJ_CY exhibits stable and good cyclic dissipative properties thanks to the frictional behaviour in correspondence of the
sliding joints and this is expected to have beneficial effects for the seismic performance of the system.
Figure 11 illustrates the deformed shapes of the models TIF and IFSJ with different discretisations of the infill, for a

displacement of 55 mm, corresponding to a 2% inter storey drift ratio. These are found to be consistent with the deformed
shapes obtained by Bolis et al.8 using a 2D modelling approach. The figures show also the contact normal links that are
active in compression, thus helping to visualize the location where the infill subpanels are in contact with the frame.
It is worth noting that the joints do not completely avoid the flexural interaction between the infill and the surrounding

frame. However, they provide a significant reduction of the overall stiffness and strength of the system and prevent the
damage in themasonry panels, leading to a regular and dissipative cyclic responsewhose beneficial effects should be better
investigated through experimental cyclic and dynamic analyses. Furthermore, the avoidance of the in-plane damage of
the masonry panels is expected to provide a better behaviour also with respect to out-of-plane actions, which are not
investigated in the present work.
In order to shed light on how the different infill typologies affect the responses of the RC frame components, the axial

force, shear force and bending moment on the left (windward) and right (leeward) column are evaluated for the BF, TIF
(4× 1mesh) and IFSJmodels (4× 1mesh). Their diagrams are illustrated in Figure 12–14, respectively, where (z/H) denotes
the distance of the cross-section from the base of the columnnormalised by the column length. The reported diagrams refer
to inter-storey drifts (ISD) of 0% (i.e., before application of lateral load), and 2%. The shape of the diagrams is characterised
by discontinuities due to the forces transferred by the 2D contact links to the columns. It can be observed in Figure 12 that
the axial force distribution in the two columns is almost uniform when the frame is subjected to zero or very low drift
angles, as expected. At higher drift levels, the axial force distribution slightly changes showing an increased axial force
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F IGURE 11 Deformed shapes of (A) TIF, (B) IFSJ (4 × 1 mesh), (C) IFSJ (4 × 2 mesh), (D) IFSJ (8 × 2 mesh)
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F IGURE 1 2 Comparisons of axial forces in BF, TIF (4 × 1 mesh) and IFSJ (4 × 1 mesh) for (A) windward column (B) leeward column

(compressive) at the base of the leeward column and a decrease in the windward one, due to the transfer of tangential
forces by the macro-elements and the effect of the overturning moment generated by the horizontal force eccentric with
respect to the ground. At 2% drift, in the windward column, the highest values of the compressive force are observed in the
BF system, and the lower in the TIF system. In the leeward column, the compressive forces are highest in the TIF system
and lowest in the BF system.
Figure 13 shows the shear force diagrams of the columns. These diagrams are characterised by the discontinuities caused

by the transmission of the normal forces in the 2D contact links. It is possible to observe that the sliding joints are effective
in reducing the shear forces in the IFSJ system compared to the TIF system. However, the reduction is more significant
in the leeward column than in the windward column. The distribution of the bending moments, shown in Figure 14,
is approximately linear when only vertical loads are applied. Under a drift of 2%, the values of the maximum bending
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moments for the various systems are comparable, and they are generally higher for the BFmodel in the windward column
and for the TIF model in the leeward column.

3.3 Case study III (INSYSME Project32)

The final validation study is carried out on the prototypes tested by theUniversity of Padovawithin the INSYSMEproject32
and further described in Verlato.33 The experimental outcomes for the bare frame, the infilled frame with mortar joints
only (FC.MJ, 4th frame specimen) and the infilled framewith bothmortar and specially designed rubber joints (DRES-V2)
are validated against the proposed macro-modelling strategy. Hollow clay masonry blocks with a hole percentage of 50%
(D-type) were used to build the infill panel. The masonry blocks were arranged in a running bond pattern and laid such a
way that the hole axes are parallel to the vertical direction (Figure 15A). A mortar of 10 mm thickness was used in the bed
joints, whereas there are no mortar present in the head joints and the transfer of stresses from between adjacent blocks
relied on the brick inter-locking. Details of the frame cross sections, rebar diameter and detailing scheme, are given in
Figure 15B together with the masonry block dimensions and further details are available in.33 A constant vertical load of
200 kN was applied at the top of the column (simulating the effect of permanent load acting on the RC frame) and the
experimental quasi-static tests conducted on the bare frame, the traditional infilled frame with mortar joints only and
the innovative infill with both mortar and rubber joints followed by monotonically increasing in-plane horizontal load
applied at the end of the beam (see Figure 15A).
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F IGURE 15 Geometric details (dimensions in mm) of (A) the tested infilled frame, (B) the perforated clay block (brick unit), (C) top
and bottom beam (section A-A), (D) column (section B-B)

TABLE 13 Mechanical properties of concrete and reinforcing steel

Mechanical properties Concrete Steel reinforcement Source
E (MPa) 22000 180000 32,33

𝜈 (-) 0.15 0.3 32,33

fc (MPa) 40 – 32,33

Yield strength (MPa) – 535 32,33

ft (MPa) 3.9 – 32,33

Post-elastic to elastic stiffness ratio – 0.002 32,33

TABLE 14 Mechanical parameters of the masonry for defining the contact normal links

Direction Em (MPa) fcm (MPa) ftm (MPa) frm (MPa) εcu (-) εtu (-) λ (-) Source
Horizontal 1904 1.40 0.1 0.28 0.4 0.001 0.1 32,33

Vertical 6158 7.63 0.52 1.52 0.4 0.001 0.1 32,33

Table 13 reports the main mechanical properties of the concrete and steel reinforcement employed for the frame com-
ponents. The mechanical parameters of the normal and shear responses of contact links and the response envelope of
the diagonal links are presented in Table 14, Table 15 and Table 16, respectively. The constitutive parameters of the shear
contact links, namely those describing the macroscopic sliding behaviour of masonry in the horizontal (PPH) and ver-
tical (PPV) directions, the column-infill (CM) and beams-infill (BBM, TBM) interfaces, are assumed according to33 The
constitutive behaviour of the contact links describing the interaction between the panel and the columns simulates the
presence of mortar in the vertical joints.
Figure 16A compares the horizontal force-displacement response of the bare frame under monotonic loading obtained

in INSYSME32 with the ones obtained numerically by Verlato33 using a 2D plane stress model and by using the proposed

TABLE 15 Mechanical parameters of the contact shear links describing the masonry sliding behaviour and the frame-infill interaction

Interaction Properties CM BBM TBM PPH PPV Source
kj (N/mm3) 100 100 100 100 100 Proposed model
cj (MPa) 0.41 0.41 0.1 0.41 0.41 32,33

μj (-) 0.8 1.13 0.4 1.13 0.8 32,33

TABLE 16 Mechanical parameters of the response envelope of the diagonal link

Gm, (MPa) 𝝉𝒄𝒓(MPa) 𝝉𝒚, (MPa) 𝝉𝟎(MPa) 𝝉𝒓(MPa) 𝜸𝒄𝒓(-) 𝜸𝒚(-) 𝜸𝟎(-) 𝜸𝒓(-) Source
1175 0.201a 0.281a 0.310 0.031a 0.0002a 0.0020a 0.0040a 0.0277a 32,33

aThis parameter has been evaluated to provide by fitting the experimental results.
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F IGURE 16 Comparison between numerical and experimental load-displacement curves of bare frame under (A) monotonic and (B)
cyclic loading

modelling strategy. The experimental and numerical force-displacement curves are plotted for a horizontal displacement
up to 110mm, corresponding to an inter-storey drift of 4%. The overall agreement between the numerical and experimental
curves is good, although the numerical models slightly overestimate the initial stiffness of the system. Again, this may be
due to the assumption of rigid bond between rebars and concrete. Figure 16B compares the experimental and numerical
curves obtained under a cyclic loading. The proposed model is characterised by a slightly larger hysteresis compared to
the one observed in INSYSM.32

3.3.1 Frame with traditional infill

Figure 17A illustrates the experimental force-displacement curve of the infilled frame under monotonic loading and com-
pares it with the one obtained numerically (TIF_MO) considering different infill discretisations. Again, the proposed
models describe with good accuracy both the initial and the post-peak behaviour of the wall. Increasing the number of
macro-elements for describing the infill results in a slightly increase of stiffness and strength. A good agreement is also
observed between the cyclic responses (Figure 17B).

3.3.2 Infill frames with rubber joints

Figure 18A shows the layout of theRC framewith the infill panel and rubber joints. The rubber joints used as horizontal lay-
ers are 15 mm thick and have a special shape to achieve a different stiffness in the two horizontal directions13 (Figure 18B)
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experimental load-displacement curves for (A) monotonic and (B) cyclic loading
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F IGURE 18 (A) Masonry infilled walls with horizontal and vertical rubber joints; (B) rubber joints developed by TARRC [13]

TABLE 17 Mechanical parameters of the masonry for defining the contact normal links

Direction Erj (MPa) knj (N/mm3) fcj (MPa) ftj (MPa) εcu (-) εtu (-) λ (-) Source
Horizontal 3275 200 1.40 0 0.4 0.001 0.1 32,33

Vertical 2111 200 1.58 0 0.4 0.001 0.1 32,33

TABLE 1 8 Mechanical parameters of contact links in shear for the various interfaces

Interaction Properties CM BBM TBM PPH(RJ) PPV Source
kj (N/mm3) 1.00 100 100 11.73 100 36

cj (MPa) 0.001 0.4 0.1 0.05 0.3 32,33

μj (-) 0.3 1.13 0.4 0.36 0.4 32,33

and are laid with mortar joints between them and the bricks. This rubber joint is made with natural rubber compound
and possess a shear modulus of 0.5 MPa. The vertical rubber layers present between the infill and the columns are made
with a different compound prepared from recycled Styrene-Butadiene Rubber and Ethylene Propylene Diene Monomer
rubber anchored to a support of non-woven fabric. The normal behaviour of the horizontal rubber joints is defined by the
initial normal stiffness knj = 11.73 N/mm3, the tensile strength ftj = 0MPa and the compressive strength fcj = 1.58MPa. The
properties of the modified masonry infill and contact interfaces describing the mortar-rubber-mortar joints are presented
in Table 17 and Table 18. The data reported in Tables 13–18 are based on the tests carried out by INSYSME32 and numerical
models developed by Verlato33 to simulate these tests.
Figure 19A compares the experimental force-displacement curve with the ones obtained numerically considering two

different discretisations of the infill with joints, based on a 4 × 1 and 4 × 2 mesh for the infill. The proposed models
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F IGURE 19 Comparison between numerical responses of the bare frame, infilled frame with traditional infills and infill with innovate
joints (rubber joints) for (A) monotonic and (B) cyclic loading
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F IGURE 20 Deformed shapes of (A) TIF (B) IFRJ (4 × 1 mesh) (D) IFRJ (4 × 2 mesh)
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F IGURE 2 1 Comparisons of axial forces in BF, TIF (4 × 1 mesh) and IFRJ (4 × 1 mesh) for (A) windward column (B) leeward column

provide accurate results, with a global force-lateral displacement curve very close to the experimental one. This is despite
the use of a simplified model for the shear behaviour of the mortar-rubber joints. Very good results are obtained because
the proposed model is able to accurately simulate the failure of the bond between the rubber joints and the mortar layers
that was experienced in the tests for rather low drift levels, and the sliding behaviour taking place following the interface
failure. Increasing the number ofmacro-elements results in only a slight increase of stiffness of the system. The addition of
the rubber joints is found to enhance the compliance of the system, compared to the case of traditional infills (Figure 17A).
Figure 19B shows the cyclic response of the system according to the experiment32 and the numerical model with a 4 × 2
mesh for the infill. The agreement between the two is quite good. The system with rubber joints is found to be beneficial
with significant energy dissipation capacity and stable loops. Figure 20 illustrates the deformed shape of the TIF model
and two infilled frames with rubber joint (IFRJ) for different discretisations, for a 2% inter storey drift. These are found to
be consistent with the experimental results obtained by Verlato.33
The axial force, shear force and bending moment on the windward and leeward column are evaluated for the BF, TIF

(4× 1 mesh) and IFRJmodels (4× 1 mesh). Their diagrams are illustrated in Figures 21–23, respectively, and they are quite
similar in shape to those obtained for the model with sliding joints (Figures 12–14). Thus, similar observations hold for
this case.
Figure 22 shows the shear force diagrams of the columns. These diagrams are characterised by the discontinuities caused

by the transmission of the normal forces in the 2D contact links. It is possible to observe that the rubber joints are effective
in reducing the shear forces in the IFRJ system compared to the TIF system. However, the reduction is more significant
in the leeward column than in the windward column. The distribution of the bending moments, shown in Figure 23
is approximately linear when only vertical loads are applied. Under a drift of 2%, the values of the maximum bending
moments for the various systems are comparable, and they are generally higher for the BFmodel in the windward column
and for the TIF model in the leeward column.
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F IGURE 2 3 Comparisons of bending moments in BF, TIF (4 × 1 mesh) and IFRJ (4 × 1 mesh) for (A) windward column (B) leeward
column

Figure 24A and Figure 24B show and compare the diagonal spring force (Fd) versus diagonal spring elongation (dd) in
each of the subpanel used to discretise themasonry infill in the cases of traditional infill (Figure 24A) and infill with rubber
joint (Figure 24B), where SP_1 denotes the bottom subpanel and SP_4 the top. In case of TIF, all the subpanels are found
to be significantly damaged, with the exception of SP_4, whereas in the IFRJ case the diagonal spring behave linearly
without any visible diagonal failure. It is also interesting to observe that SP_1 and SP_3 undergo unloading, whereas SP_2
does not unload and enters into the softening regime. This corresponds to a change in the deformed shape of the frame,
with horizontal deflections localised in correspondence of SP_2. Obviously, with a simpler modelling approach using an
equivalent strut for representing the infills, such a behaviour would not be simulated.
Figure 24C and Figure 24D show the forces in the diagonal links versus the top displacement of the frame. The rela-

tionship is nonlinear even in the case of linear behaviour of the diagonal links due to the nonlinear relationship between
diagonal displacements of the panels and drifts. These two figures are useful to better highlight that the subpanels attain
the peak load and undergo a softening behaviour in the traditional infills whereas they do not reach the peak load in the
case of infills with rubber joints. Figure 25 compares the experimental and numerical values of the secant stiffness and
of the dissipated energy. The secant stiffness is defined as the ratio between the force at the maximum displacement of
each cycle and the displacement amplitude. The energy dissipated is the cumulative energy obtained by integrating the
force-displacement curve. The proposedmodel provides quite good estimates of the secant stiffness, which is only slightly
overestimated for displacement amplitudes up to 10 mm. Moreover, the model also underestimates the dissipated energy
at small displacements amplitudes and overestimates it for larger ones.
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F IGURE 24 Internal force in the diagonal link against the diagonal link elongation: (A) TIF, (B) IFRJ; and against the top frame
displacement: (C) TIF, (D) IFRJ.
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F IGURE 2 5 Comparison of experimental and numerical (A) secant stiffness and (B) dissipated energy

4 CONCLUSION

This paper has proposed an innovative and computationally efficient approach for analysing the in-plane non-linear
cyclic response of RC frames with masonry infills and flexible/sliding joints. The proposed approach is based on a fibre-
element based description of the frame components, and with the use of 2D discrete macro-elements, implemented in
OpenSees, for describing the behaviour of themasonry subpanels and the interaction between them andwith the adjacent
frame components. The modelling strategy allows to evaluate the effectiveness of the sliding joints and rubber joints in
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minimising the negative effects of the interaction between infill and RC frame, by shedding light not only on their impact
on the global force-displacement behaviour of the system, but also on the internal forces in the individual components.
The proposed modelling approach is calibrated and validated based on experimental test results and numerical results

obtained by more refined FEMmodels available in the literature. Based on the study outcomes, the following conclusions
can be made:

∙ the addition of the sliding/flexible joints enhances the compliance of the infilled frames, with a response that is closer
to the one of the bare frames than of traditionally infilled ones. The energy dissipation capabilities are also enhanced
thanks to more stable and larger hysteresis loops under cyclic loading;

∙ the proposed modelling strategy describes with good accuracy the initial as well as the post-peak force-displacement
response of the analysed systems under horizontal loading;

∙ the global response of the system is not significantly affected by the infill mesh discretisation. Increasing the number
of elements, the model becomes slightly stiffer and also the residual strength increases.

∙ for a given level of drift demand, the internal forces in the columns of the RC frame with infill and rubber joints have
maximum values similar, if not inferior to those of the bare frame, with the exception of the axial and shear force in the
windward column. The maximum absolute values of the internal forces in the case of infill with rubber joints are lower
than the corresponding values obtained in the system with traditional infill.

In conclusion, the proposed modelling strategy can be effectively employed to investigate the optimal combination of
strength, deformability and dissipation capacity of the sliding/flexible joints for enhancing the seismic performance for
a wide variety of infilled frames. Further analyses will be carried out to evaluate the contribution of the sliding/flexible
joints to the energy dissipation capabilities of infilled frames and to analyse the dynamic behaviour and seismic response
of more complex structural systems.
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